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In today’s digital transformation era, technology is changing the way customers engage with brands.
Customers expect to interact at every touchpoint — from point of sale, call center, mobile, web,
vehicles, wearables, to internet-connected devices — all blurring the online and offline experience.
They have come to expect a personalized and contextual engagement at every interaction. To meet
these demands, marketers need to re-evaluate their customer experience strategy.
What can solve this dilemma for brands is a marketing technology and commerce platform that delivers relevant
and contextual customer experiences coupled with the ability to transact. With this capability, companies will have
stronger engagement with their customers — increasing revenue, and ultimately building and retaining brand loyalty.

The Platform for the Future of Commerce
Perfect Choreography
Elastic Path® Commerce for Adobe is leading the future of commerce evolution. Breaking down the system and
data silos between marketers and merchandisers, it enables marketers to create great customer experiences.
Customers are more likely to make another purchase and remain loyal to brands that provide targeted, relevant,
and personalized offers. The platform gives you a unified view of customer behavior and interest, aggregating
data from each customer’s interaction and transaction history across any channel. By bringing relevant and timely
commerce data into the equation, customer insight, personalized campaigns, and marketing content are more
compelling.

Built for Adobe

Empowers Marketers

Designed to complement your existing investment
in Adobe Experience Cloud, Elastic Path Commerce
provides business agility by easily embedding
commerce into Adobe Experience Manager in realtime. It eliminates feature overlap between marketing
and commerce solutions and creates compelling
digital experiences where commerce flows beautifully
with engaging content.

Unlike any other solution in the market, Elastic Path
Commerce for Adobe is a powerful platform that
allows you to create a seamless, personalized and
contextual customer experience that drives increased
customer loyalty and revenue. Our ability to embed
commerce into Adobe Experience Manager and any
customer touchpoint means you can be innovative
when and how you commercially engage with your
customers — without the restrictions of an
all-in-one or template-driven solution.
DD Empower rich, immersive and easy-to-create
omnichannel experiences. Access commerce
capabilities within Adobe Experience Manager to author
richer digital experiences. A comprehensive library of
commerce components, such as product details, pricing,
merchandising, and checkout, are available inside the

Delight and Monetize at Every
Customer Experience

tools palette of Adobe Experience Manager.
DD Publish purchase-able content-rich experiences, such
as lookbooks, video, and brand magazines, where
customers can add products to cart without leaving the

In this digital era, consumers are frustrated when
content appears that is irrelevant with their interests
and when they are exposed to inconsistent
experiences across channels.

content experience.
DD Reach higher conversions by improving testing,
segmentation and personalization provided by Adobe
Target with purchase history, product interest, cart
information and average order value, among others.

With commerce flowing through every experience
and any touchpoint, whether managed by Adobe
Experience Manager (web, mobile, screens, IoT), or
not (appliances, cars, VPAs and chatbots) – you now
have the power to create intimate and intuitive buying
experiences that your customers expect. This gives
you the power to monetize any customer journey with
the perfect offer, at the perfect time, across multiple
channels.

DD Monetize marketing campaigns created in Adobe
Campaign by embedding commerce functions such as
coupons and buy now. Easily merchandise products and
influence search and product discovery.
DD Make detailed, customer-focused marketing decisions
by enhancing customer insight obtained from Adobe
Analytics with the rich commerce data and customer
transactional behavior provided by Elastic Path
Commerce.
DD Leverage tools to design, test, and optimize the

Increase sales, customer loyalty, average order value,
and upsell/cross sell by merging rich and dynamic
content throughout your customers’ entire shopping
experience.

perfect shopping experience - from the basic display of
product attributes to sophisticated modules for dynamic
merchandising, each capability is flexible and highly
configurable.

About Elastic Path
Defining the future of digital commerce, Elastic Path develops the world’s most sophisticated API-first enterprise
commerce platform. The company’s flagship product, Elastic Path® Commerce, has helped the world’s top
brands generate over $60 billion in over 170 countries. Customers from industries as diverse as travel, telecoms,
publishing, software, and retail enjoy the benefits of a flexible, open architecture that drives brand-defining
customer experiences, facilitates business agility, and eliminates sales channel silos. Elastic Path is a private
company based in Vancouver, Canada with sales offices in the UK and US.
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